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Message from the Guest Editor

The transformation of national energy systems towards
sustainability is progressing throughout all Central and
Eastern European (CEE) countries, yet the goals and results
are different. Most Member States have made substantial
progress towards meeting their long-term commitments of
emissions reductions. However, some block members have
struggled to meet their obligations. In this context, this
Special Issue aims to bring into the discussion the
challenges that CEE countries have to face and overcome
while undergoing energy transition.

Contributions on the following topics, among others, are
invited: 

Energy transition;
Economics of energy systems;
Climate and energy policy instruments;
Power generation system transition;
Intelligent power and district heating networks;
Demand-side management and energy storage;
Integration of energy markets;
Energy efficiency;
Renewable energy;
Low- and zero-emission transport;
Smart grids
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Energies is an international, open access journal in energy
engineering and research. The journal publishes original
papers, review articles, technical notes, and letters. Authors
are encouraged to submit manuscripts which bridge the
gaps between research, development and implementation.
The journal provides a forum for information on research,
innovation, and demonstration in the areas of energy
conversion and conservation, the optimal use of energy
resources, optimization of energy processes, mitigation of
environmental pollutants, and sustainable energy systems.
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